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Template strategies and self-assembly have recently undergone
on explosive development, making possible the synthesis of many
fascinating and complex structures using only relatively simple
procedures.1 By combining building blocks coming from various
families of molecules, the structure of the resulting multicom-
ponent systems can, in principle, be varied infinitely at will. Here,
we report a new strategy for catenane synthesis,2 which enabled
us to obtain a 4-crossing [2]catenane quantitatively incorporating
two different metal centers: 4 Pd(II) and 2 Cu(I).

Doubly interlocking catenanes are chiral, and have complex
topologies which have only been described recently.3 Our
approach is to combine the two methods, based on coordination
chemistry, which are termed as “template” and “self-assembly”
strategies. In the template strategy which has been developed in
the course of the last 15 years, copper(I) complexes have been
used as precursors, affording simple to topologically very complex
catenanes.2c On the other hand, the self-assembly process furnishes

in one chemical step sophisticated structures, including interlock-
ing rings, from very simple molecular fragments and under mild
conditions.2j The two prototypical molecules made using these
approaches are the copper(I) catenane4 and the four-palladium
interlocking ring system5 of Figure 1. Several previous reports
deal with catenane formation for which the ring-forming reaction
is based on transition metal coordination.6-11

The first strategy we have used is summarized in Scheme 1.
Ligand (1) contains both phenanthroline and pyridine units in its
structure. It was expected that phenanthroline units would
coordinate to Cu(I) and pyridine rings would interact with
Pd(II), leading to the sequence of reactions indicated in Scheme
1. In fact, the hypothetical simple [2]catenane built around one
Cu(I) center only would be highly strained and thus very unstable.
It was anticipated that the doubly interlocking dimer-like structure
of Scheme 1 would be favored.

Indeed, following this route, the target catenane310+ was
quantitatively obtained, first as nitrate salt and, after anion
exchange, as its hexafluorophosphate salt (Scheme 2). The
reaction of the pyridine-based ligand (1) (0.03 mmol) and
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Figure 1. Prototypical interlocking molecules prepared by (a) template4

and (b) self-assembly5 strategies.

Scheme 1.General Strategy for the Preparation of Doubly
Interlocking [2]Catenanes
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Cu(CH3CN)4PF6 (0.015 mmol) in acetonitrile (1 mL) immediately
gave the catenane precursor (2+). To this mixture, an aqueous
solution (1 mL) of (en)Pd(NO3)2 (en) 1,2-diaminoethane, 0.03
mmol) was added, and the reaction mixture was stirred for 1 h at
room temperature to give the doubly interlocking catenane
compound (310+). This quantitative catenane formation was
monitored by NMR experiment when the reaction was carried
out in a deuterated solvent. The reaction solution was poured into
aqueous KPF6 (0.6 mmol, 5 mL) to give a red-brown precipitate,
which was filtered and dried. With this simple method, catenane
310+ was isolated in almost quantitative yield as PF6 salt (92%).
It was fully characterized by elemental analysis and various
spectroscopic methods (1D- and 2D-NMR, and ESI-MS) as
discussed later.12

This remarkable assembly process leads in a surprisingly
efficient fashion to a 10-component architecture ( six metals and
four ligands). Catenane310+ consists of two doubly interlocked
50-membered rings. An optimized structure is depicted in Figure
2, which shows the absence of any distortion in the framework.
The possibility of a simple, two-crossing [2]catenane consisting
of the same components is excluded because this molecule is
unable to chelate two Cu(I) centers at the same time due to too
large distortion of the chelated structure.

The 4-crossing [2]catenane structure was evidenced by ESI-
MS and NMR spectroscopy. ESI-MS showed prominent peaks
corresponding to [310+‚nPF6

-](10-n)+ with n ) 3, 4, and 5.13 These

data are clear evidence that the complex formed contains four
Pd(II), two Cu(I), and four molecules of1 and that it cannot be
a simple [2]catenane.1H NMR also strongly supported the
structure of310+: (i) the four ligands of310+ are all equivalent;
(ii) each ligand is disymmetric as evidenced by the presence of
the 14 individual signals in the aromatic region; and (iii) the two
protons of the PyCH2 group (see Figure 3) are diastereotopic.
Furthermore, 2D1H NMR afforded the expected linkage con-
nectivity of the ligand.

The second approach is based on the catenation reaction from
preformed Pd(II)-linked components, thus taking advantage of
the reversible nature of the Pd(II)-N bond (Scheme 3). Bipy (2,2′-
bipyridine) was selected as an ancillary palladium(II) ligand
instead of en so as to avoid coordination of the Pd centers to the
phenanthroline unit of1, making the formation of square planar
complexes very unlikely because of steric reasons. When1 and
(bipy)Pd(NO3)2 were mixed in CD3CN:D2O (1:1), quantitative
formation of a monomer ring was observed.14 Subsequent addition
of Cu(CH3CN)4+ led to the formation of a doubly interlocking
catenane, which is analogous to310+, with bipy on each Pd(II).14

The formation of the same product by the two different routes
confirms that it is a strict self-assembled unit. This reaction was
also quantitative within the mixing time. As expected, bipy units
are all equivalent, but each of them is disymmetric in good
accordance with the expected structure. This procedure shows
the potentiality of reversible ring-closing and -opening processes
for constructing interlocking rings, analgous to previous work.5
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(12) Characterization of310+: also see Supporting Information.
(13) ESI-MS data of compound310+: ESI-MS (CH3CN) m/z 1289.1

[310+ - (PF6
-)3]3+, 930.4 [310+ - (PF6

-)4]4+, 715.3 [310+ - (PF6
-)5]5+.

(14) Physical properties of the bipy monomer ring and the bipy catenane
(ESI-MS, 1H and 13C NMR, Elemental Analysis, etc.): see Supporting
Information.

Scheme 2.Preparation of310+ a

a (i) Cu(CH3CN)4PF6 (0.5 equiv to1); (ii) (en)Pd(NO3)2 (2.0 equiv to
22+).

Figure 2. A molecular modeling of310+ optimized by MM2 force-field
calculation with Cerius2 3.5 package program. For simplicity, only one
enantiomer is represented throughout the paper.

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectrum of catenane310+.

Scheme 3.Second Approach for the Preparation of Doubly
Interlocking [2]Catenanes via Preformed Ring Molecules
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